
· observations were. confir~ed b\· them. Furth~r . mY 
sqn had not been able to see an\· effect when lo~kin;. 
across the ·sun!>eam from. the· opposite side. Thi~ 
means that, with the sunbeams stream in er in from 
the south, the effect was observed !ookinc< ";outhward · 
and downward, the \Yindows admittinP- th: li<Yht bein« 
to the south. Looking from the s·;;uth· a~ross th~ 
beam -[:;ave no res~!t. though it \\·::.s ~not possible tC 

.. look directly across.the beam on.a slant upward· into 
any dark shado,,s and at the same time have the 

. MY latest _ex·periments ave enabled m to obtain · line of ,'isio·ri' cross the rriag-r'1etrc field. , 
the mass spectrum of e element nick by using. It_ is. intere5ting to note at this point that the 
the rnpour of.· ni"ckel carbonyl mixed , ith carbon luminosity filled the whole space, and extended as 
dioxide. The ordina .· discharge tube w employed· ·faraway ~s four feet or m?re from the m:ignetic loop, • 
to produce -the posi · 'e rays, and 'difliculti s of main-. and that it was not especially noted as .more _intense 
ta_ining a steady ischarge were overco e to some · near the· loop than at a distance therefrom .of, sav, · 
degree by .tlie us of cori1paratively high essure and two feet or more. .·. ·.... ·. ·· · . · · 
a,: heavy curre . The rays were anal sed in the · Mr. Malcolm Thomson had further observed that 
usual way by 1eans of the·· mass spectra raph. by cutting out the loop frorri the secondarv. terminals 

The spectr l consists of t,'vo lines, the stronger at f clamps) of the_ welding_ transformer, and simply join-. 
58 and the , eaker at 60.· ·They are most onveniently 11:g those ter_mmals by an iron bar •. as is done: 1n re-
placed bet _eeri the-mercury' groups .of th third and siStance ,\·eldmg; the luminous effect i:1 the neighbour-· 

· fourth or r;. with which. they can be co1 pared with hood of the transformer ,...-as .still visible, but was 
an accu cy of. 1 / ro.th · per cent. The r suits were much more feeble than_ \'.:hen the hea,'y loop was used. 
also c . eked. by comparison with· the C , line 44, I~. oc;urr~d to me· to ex.amine the li!!ht by a lar,<ie 
and < pear to . be integral within the a ove error. .Nicols pnsm, It was found that there was a: distinct 

. Nic_k . t!Jerefore consists of at. least tw isotopes. polarisation of the light from t)1e space. This means 
· The intensities of the lines are about in the .ratio that ,vhen the magnetic field was o:i the sunlicrht 
2: ; and· this agrees with the accepted ato ic weight was scattered in the diredion of the observer fi~m 
~ -68; · F. W. STON. the. space occupied by .the. sunlight beam and the mag-. 

Cawndisb Laboratory, Cambridge, June 1 • netic field; and that. such scattered or deflected Iicrht 
. . . was polarised. · · . ·. . . "' 

·. ···• . . -"- . f. J ·· . ··It occurred. to me. J1s a possible factor in the case, 
. . _A Nov~I Magneto-~ptical Effect.0. that as the building ,Ya,; used in part to earn, on 
E . .\.RLY . m Apnl last, while my son, Malcolm arc \\elding by in_m _arc~·· there i,:iight be_ suspended in 

.. Thomson, v.-as operating, in a building of the River the air of the bu1ldmg iron oart1rles or finelv divided 
Works plant of the General Electric Co., a resistance oxides or compounds of iron· _;_-hich in some ~-av were 
"·elder for closing the seams of steel· Langmuir mer- oriented by the magnetic field .. resultin,.,. in the scat-
cury vacuum pumps, in which ,vork the current is tere~ light noted. ·This !vas confirmed in part by 
applied arid cut off at about one-half second intervals, making- the test obserYat1ons '\\·hen the lar"'e doors 
there was noticed by one of the working force, Mr. of ,the building- had been open for some hou~s .. · The 
Davis, <vho happened to be favourably located, a effect was present, _thou~h difficult to detect. · This 
peculiar intermittent illumination of the space near l~d to the suggestion to bring- an iron arc intp opera
the welder_ as the current went on and off. My son t10n near thr space in ·\\·hich the luminous effect had 
at.once placed himself in a similar position and saw been seen. This i.vas done. and "·ith an enhancement 
the noYel effect, and noted a number of conditions of the effect. • .· · · ; :- . 
accompanying it;'· perhaps the most important being At this stage the further obserrntions were carried 
that a single-turn. loop from the welding transformer on in the Thomson Laboratory at Lvnn Mass. with 
t•J the work and back ·"·as carrying about 7000 the .aid of the laboratory sta·ff ( . .\. 'L. 

1

Ellis, H. L. 
a.rnperes, and that the luminous effect was spread in \Vatson, Dr. Hollnagel, and others). . :, · .. · . 
tr,,:, space in which would be located the magnetic field Two sets of test apparatus were prepared at mv 
from . this ·loop; that. the sunlight· was entering the suggestion. One large weldi!ig transformer wa·s 
building through high windows and shining across mounted in a special room. info which the sunbeams 
the space in which the field was prodLICed at intervals; could be received in the afternoon as the windows 
·that'the effect was most conspicuous when one looked faced south by west. The secondarv terminals were 
towards the shadows and across the sunbeams, and joined by a large _ loop of hea,~ copper cable · 
:tlso across the magnetic field. (about 12 sq. cm. section) of a loop diameter of 

This "·ould be expressed by saying that the best' o-6 m. The loop consisted of two turns. The 
efiect was observed when the line of vision was down- plane of the loop Kas ~,ertirnl and was nearlv north 

. \'::ird at an· angle intersecting the entering sunbeams, and south; or in ·a plane parallel to the direction of the 
J,nd into the sh:idow.:i under the beam furnished for- entering sunbeams, so that the m:ignetic field \\·ould . 
tunatelv b,· a partition a few feet. high. over which be in the main horizontal and trans·,erse .to the- lig-ht. 
the sunlight came. The magnetic field. neglecting the of the sun entering <lo .. .'rw.-ard as before. An iron 'arc 
curvature of the lines, was, generally speaking, at wa_s arn1n7ed to be operated so that the smoke from 
rig-ht angle.:: to the line of sight and to the direction it ,Yould rise from belo\\· and enter the field of the 
of the sunli!!ht. l'ifr son also .noticed that the effect loop, and bv chan!!ing- the· relative po.sition of the 
of increased lurninositv was coincident with the arc the smoke column. widening a;;· it rose, could 
putting- on of the curre.n{· and disappeared at once on be made to bathe the turns of the coil, cross its axis. 
c~1tting- off the field. ·· It was thus clear that it de- or, at a distance awav. merelv enter the field:· As the 
oended on the establishment of the magnetic field. experiments thus far· had al~0a:,s im·6h-ecl connection 
He reported tli6e··facts to me. and they· were con- to the shop plant,".with 60-cycle alternating current, a 
firmed by me. Other observers were soon enlisted, check apparatus was set up. consisting of a storage 
~,nd on ie,'cral farnurable sunny days all the above battery (of a type such as ·is used in -mitomobile. 

XO .. 26ci;;. \70L. ro7J __ ,___,__-...;_ 
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-· -1-rt"1n«) arran 6 ed on a stand. In circuit with it,. and 
~;der ~ontrol :;f a switch, was a coil o_f about 0-2 111. _ 
diameter, and giving a- field due to about 2500 ampere 
rurns when the switch was_ closed. This. seco!1d 

.apparatus could be mo\·~d ~bout, and ':·as ~nt1rely 111-
:depcndent of supply cn:cu1ts or static disturbances 
which might be present m them. 

The· first tests were made with the .transformer loop 
· (~eprese~t)ng a field o_f _20,000 ampere .turns), and \:'ere 
,·erv stnkmg. The· nsmg smoke from the small iron 
-arc: onh- moderately visible in the sunbeam, became 

· ,iecidedi\· luminous when the field was put on. Each 
closure "of the current stYitch to the primary of the 
transformer was instantly followed by the brilliant 

• .;:rnoke effect, . and the effrct ·instantly disappeared on 
ihe opening. A black background had been provided 
in front of which the smoke rose. After the arc had 

·_ been running a few minutes only it was seen that the 
air of the room was carrying sufficient of the smoke 
r.:articles to give the effect anywhere in the space 
~overed by the magnetic field and the sunbeams, even 
11 number of feet a\\·ay from the coil. In this case 
1_I1e appearance was as if in the air there were diffused 
,10me substance or material ,vhich became visible onl-r 
in the combined sunlight and magnetic field.. Tha't 
m this case the luminous effect is not greater near 
the coil loop than some feet away indicates that 

-:orientation, or whatever causes the effect, is complete 
_tven in a rather weak field. Thorough ventilation of 

· :he room by opening windows caused the effect to 
· Jade out gradually. by removal of the active particles. 
· The. experiments with direct-current coil and batten
conclush,ely showed that the effect was present with 
it as with alternating current, and incidentally estab
lished the- fact that the effect on the particles is inde
pendent of the direction of magnetisation. It is 
doubtful if high-frequency tests· would allow us to 
disco,·er whether the establishment of the effect re-

;~ quires time. · Probably .. not. · Observations made 
through the axis of the loop· of t,,·o turns show a 

. mininium of effect; from which it mav be inferred that 
it i~ not present if the vie"iing is exactly along the 
field-line direction. · · .· 
_ Pola.risatidn.-Having obtained, as described in the 
foregoing-, a controllable and relatively bi-illiant sourc~ 
of the luminosity, tests with the Nicol's prism wen,· 
resumed. It was soon noted that the polarisation was 
decided as controlled b\- the magnetic field. More-

. over, the ,·erv curious fa-ct wa·s discovered bv me, that 
the fumes from the iron arc -rt,ere composite so far 
as analysis by the polarising prism was concerned. 
The bluish-coloured smoke · arisin~ fave but little 
effect, but there \\·as with it a yellowish-grey fume, 
-i\·hich n·as highly luminous in one _position of viewinc
b,v the prism, and invisible when the orism was at 
right an~les · to that position. This indicates com
plete polarisation when the field is on_ for the light 
diffused from the particles in the yellowish-grey fumrs. 
This is an extraordinan- effect for which no explana
tion suggests itself, for the field lines are not 
strai£Yht, but wrap themselves around the coil or loop 
in cun·ed directions. and the effect is apparently com-

. plete even with the. fumes rising in the space where 
the lines are strongly curved. -- -.· 
· It remains to use a ve1°tic:cil beam of tic-ht and make 
tests from opposite directions a:cross th~ field, also to 
use artificial light instead of sunlight. ~t \YOuld seem 
possible to design a small demonstration apparatus 
consisting of a co.ii to be put on a: battery or lighting 
circuit, A.C. or D.C., a small iron arc between t\\'0 
'wires, a box with darkened interior to be filled ,,·ith 
fumes, havin!: two sides of glass, one for the admi 0 

• 

sion of the light beam . and the other a window ,., 
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right angles for observation. Two coils placed out
side the box space and opposite each other, or capable 
of application in different relations, would have 
advantages. Eye shields to cut out extraneous 
light and a tortuous chimney conveying the 
smoke, but cutting off the light from · the iron 
arc, are desirable additions to the equipment, as also 
an analyse,· as part of the apparatus for the polarisa
tion effect. 

The l\Ji:croscope.-Attempts have been made to catch 
the particles in the smoke from t_he arc upon a gla~" 
slide for microscopic examination as to their form.· 
under high powers. That they are exceedingly fine is 
evident from their remaining in suspension so long 
in the air and diffusing themselves rapidly through 
the air. That an exceedingly · small amount of 
material suffices for making the whole air of a large 
room capable of showing the effect is evident also. 
The sunbeam may enter the room, and its course is 
not disclosed by· them unless the magnetic field exists. 
It seems natural to suppose that the particles consist 
of some form of iron or iron oxide, but without proof 
this cannot be fully decided. Other particles might 
exist, giving such an effect, but it must be confessed 
this does not seem probable. Other fum~s and _smoke 

· from afrs so far have given no results. The smoke 
· from a nickel arc does not give the effect. \Vhether 
a cobalt arc will yield fumes behaving like iron 
smoke is not vet known. 

The fumes ·and smoke of an iron arc :were caught · 
on a dean microscope slide until a patch of sediment 
of a slightly yellowish-brown tint, but very pale, was 
deposited. Under_ moderate powers verv little of any 
definiteness is shown, but under the high power of an 
oil-immersion lens of about r½ mm. focal length 
there is disclosed a curious structure of particles 
seemingly between 0-0002 and o-ooor mm. diameter,. 
which particles are frequently strung together, 4, 5, 
6, or more, in a line, giving the effect of a short piece 
of chain made of small_ roundish particles, slightly 
spaced' apart, or of a short section of a string of 
beads (round beads) not touching one another. Many 
of these structures appear to be straig-ht, and some 
are curved. Evidently in' a m:cignetic field these 
chains of particles, presumably of oxide of iron and 
magnetic, would line up and reflect or diffuse light 
of the sun striking them. If the direction of vision 
was such as to favour polarisation of the rays in 
direction nearly at rig-ht angles to the incidence of th · 
solar beam the polariscope effect would be accounted 
for measurably. Apart from polarisation, the lining 
uo of the chains would also account for the extra 
,,i,ib,:lih• of the smoke under the conditions of the 
exoeriment. 

It would seem from the foregoing that a consider
able lenQ:th of column of smoke from the iron arc, 
subjected transversely to a magnetic field. might be 
expected fo act as ·a means of obtaining polarised 
Jig-ht in the direction of the beam itself. This assumes 
that there will be a considerable scattering of light 
oolarised as above described in· a dir_ection· sidewise, 
leaving the light which passes through oolarised in a 
plane at ri<fht angles. The apoaratus might be com
pared in its action to a Nicol's prism, transmitting 
rays in one plane and throwing out laterally those 
in· the other. This suggestion will be tested as soon 
as oroper arrangements can be m~,de. 

The polarised light which is sent out from the 
smoke particles in a direction t;ansvers; to t.he su1;
light beams, when the magnetic field 1s puc' on, 1s 
in the same plane as that reflected from a sheet of 
i:rhiss at the polarising angle receiving the same beam. 
This foct i~ in accordance with what might be ex~ 
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pected if the short sections of chain or beaded par
ticles were oriented or lined up by the magnetic field; 
the transverse wayes of light vibrating in a plane 
intersecting the length ·of the chains would not be de-· 
fleeted on account of the extremely small diameter of 

.. the particles composing them, but waves vibrating in 
the plane of the length of the chains would be reflected 
to. the side,. and this would account for their plane of 
polarisation being. what · it is. Such waves would 
behave as if reflected from short rods in line with the 
plane of vibratioo.J while the extremely small diameter 
of the rods ,voulci not sufficiently intercept the light 

· vibrating i':1 .a ~lane trans~erse !O t~eir l~ngth. . 
. The continuation of the mveshgati 1al 

light and other varied conditions-is anticipated. · 
. . { ELIHU THO~ISON. 
Thomson Laboratory of Ge'i'rera ctric Co., 

· L,ynn, Mass., Mav 23. 

Geometrical Isomerism in · Monomolecular 
. IN the course of investigations on these 

. method differing only in details from th 
by Langmuir Qourn. Amer. Chem. oc., 1917, 
p. 1868) I have found strik\ng differ ces between 
the properties of films formed from e "cis " and 
"trans " forms of some fatty aci containing an 
ethylenic linkage, which indicate th of the two pairs 
of acids, oleic and elaidic, erucic nd brassidic, oleic 
and erucic are the " cis " for s and elaidic and · 
brassidic the " trans." The res ts appear to be con
sistent with Langmuir's cone tion of the structure 
of the films, and this ster hemical_ configuration 
is that usually regarded correct from chemical 

·considerations. 
According to the theo , the films are one molecule 

in thickness. With sat ated acids, such as palmitic, 
the molecules are at acted to the water by the 

n: m 

= 
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carb ·yl groups, and are arranged as in Fig. 1, I. Un
sat ated •·acids are also attracted by their ethylenic 
.lin ages, and when, as in the acids mentioned, these 
a e approximately in the middle of the chains, the 

olecules in the film will take up the position in 
Fig. 1, II. or III. The attraction of the double bond· 
for ,<.·ater is less powerful than that of the carooxyl, 
and when a lateral compression is applied to the 
film the · area per molecule will diminish · by some 
or all of the molecules straightening out to the 
position I. · . . · . .· 

Fig. 1 shows that a difference is to be expected 
between the "cis " and " trans " isomers. The double 
bon·d in the "cis ·" form can approach as closely as 
desired to the water, but in the "trans " form the 
saturated portion of the chai11 ABC must be forced in 
among the water molewles. Although it is known 
fr.om stereochemical considerations that a hvdrocarbori 
chain is flexible, yet its radius of curvature· cannot be 
reduced below that of a ring of five carbon atoms 
without encountering res_istance ;. then: will, therefore, 
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probably be a· considerably greater resistan°ce to the 
approach of the double bond to the water in th case 
of the "trans " form than in the case of the " is." 

The results obtained point· clearly, I think to a 
greater tendency to occupy the larger area ,vi oleic 
than. with elaidic acid, and a larger with eru c than 
with brassidic acid. · Oleic acid, when first put on 
distilled water and a compression of about •4 dynes 
per cm. applied to the film, 9ccupies about ox 10-'" 
sq. cm. per molecule; the area decreases ste dily with. 
time, however. Elaidic acid occupies abo t 30 units . 
of area at the earliest moment when read"ngs can be· 
taken, and the area diminishes rapid! , to about. 
22 units, when the film behaves like on of palmitic 
acid. · 

In the 22-carbon series there appears 
tendency than in . the 18-carbon series 
bond to approach the water .. Erucic 
rather similar to elaidic · acid, bu brassidic acid 
occupies the greater area for so shor a time that tht!t 
curves of compression of the fit s are not very 
different from those of a satura d acid such as 
palmitic . 

It is hoped to amplify these experi ments and publish 
full details later. · .• . · N. K. ADAM. 

Trinity College, Cambridge, M 28. 

s. 
LORD KELVIN the Forces Experi-

enced by Solids Immersed in a Moving Liquid " 
(Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., 1870) compared two tubes, : 
with liquid flowing through ea , with two hard steel. 
magnets and stated that the fo.rce:; are opposite in ·. 
the two cases ; unlike poles tracting and like poles· - ': 
repelling in the magnetic sys m, while in the hydro~ 
kinetic. there is attraction be ,een like 
ends and repulsion between unlike. 

That two sources of like ign attract 
and t,vo of unlike sign re el, as here 
stated, is generally ac pted. An 
examination, however, of e case of a 
source and an eqaal sin appears to 
contradict this. '\-Vher. so rce and sink 
coincide the fluid medi is at rest, 
but ,vhen they are sep rated it is in 
motion and possesses inetic energy. 
'\-Vork, therefore, must e done to effect 
the separation. This s ggests that the 
force between source d sink is one of 
attraction. That thi is actually the 
case is shown by th following experi- · 
ment. 

Two glass tubes A and B (Fig. 1) 
are connected bY, short lengths of 
rubber tuhing to short tubes, which· 

A B 

Fie.,. 

pass. about r cm. apart through a cork in the neck of 
a Wrnchester .bo le full of water.. The tube A is con:.·· 
nected to a wa r-supply and .its. open ei1d constitutes.· · 
an experiment< source. The end or the tube B is an . 
equal sink. 1e sou:-ce and sink attract smartly and · 
the ends of t e tubes remain in contact so long as the 

. A. F. DUFTON. 
South 

Phenomena in an X-ray Bulb. 
Hrn ':R':O the. potential differe_nce required tci pro

duce discharge through· a well-exhausted vacuum 
tube _ as been considered to ,·ary only with the .pres
sure of the gas. In the course, however of some 
experiments ,,·ith an X-ray bulb. (where th~ pressure 
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